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Abstract:

The news media is filled with stories of failure such as “Boeing 787 program 3 years late….cost overruns exceed $5B” and “HP combines printer and computer businesses in turnaround attempt.” The development of advanced technology plays a central role in the profitability of companies of all sizes. Consequently, the ability of a company to understand customer needs, embrace invention, take technical risks and execute development programs is the single greatest factor that determines the success or failure of a business. But why do great companies fail and how do they bring themselves back from the brink of bankruptcy? In this discussion, we will use the economic failure of a real business to examine the role that technology development played in its destruction, and how a systematic, yet creative approach to product development was its ultimate salvation. This presentation will expose the audience to the challenges of multi-disciplinary technology development and methods to understand and mitigate technical risk in a way that enables highly profitable products to drive the future success of the business.
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